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BACKGROUND

Currently, thin films of single-crystalline (SC) alloy material are obtained using costly SC substrates made of a material chemically and

physically compatible to that of a SC thin film that is deposited on the SC substrate. Formation of SC thin films of alloy materials on SC

substrates are typically achieved through fairly expensive processes such as epitaxy. As a result, the use of a thin film of SC alloy materials

or respective multiple thin films is contingent upon the availability of an appropriate SC substrate thereby severely limiting its utilization.

Thus, there is a need for alternative methods of forming one or more thin films of SC alloy materials on arbitrary substrates. Crystallization

of thin film materials by exploiting laser-induced crystallization has been advancing for the past four decades. This unique thin film

technique has been predominantly used in processing thin film materials made of a single chemical element, with a significant emphasis

on thin film materials comprised of a single chemical element like silicon (Si), used for the development of thin film transistors. While this

approach has worked well for thin film materials comprised of a single chemical element like silicon (Si) it is not easily extended for use

with thin film materials containing multiple chemical elements (e.g., metal oxides). For certain bulk manufacturing applications, it would be

desirable to efficiently form thin structures on non-single-crystalline (NSC) substrates, such as glass, or on SC substrates that are highly-

incompatible, such as silicon. For such applications, it is highly desirable that the treated SC alloy layer(s) have chemical compositions not

significantly different from those of their original chemical compositions.

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

To address these challenges, researchers at UC Santa Cruz (UCSC) have developed cost-effective methods of forming composites having

a two-dimensional (2D) structure that includes one or more thin films. The structure is formed from NSC alloy materials on a NSC

substrate. Each of the NSC alloy materials has a specific chemical composition associated with, for instance, its cations and/or anions. A

part of the 2D structure is crystallized and forms SCs as the material undergoes melting at an elevated temperature and subsequent

solidification upon cooling. The resulting 2D structure on NSC substrate includes one or more thin films made of SC alloy materials that

have chemical compositions not significantly different from those of their original chemical compositions. The UCSC methods also enable

thin film(s) of SC alloy materials (e.g., Group III-V compound semiconductors) to be formed on mismatched substrates comprising NSC or

SC materials.

APPLICATIONS

▶ semiconductor devices

ADVANTAGES

▶ cost-effective as compared to epitaxy

▶ high materials versatility for films and substrate

▶ leverages industry-standard workflow
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